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Cherenkov Calibration
Why we do it?

 To quantify the Cherenkov detector response to passage of various particles

HGC: C4F8O at 1 atm

NGC: CO2 at 1 atm

Pions will not produce Cherenkov light in 
neither gas for run 2788

NGC NPE

Number of photoelectrons 
from electrons

Etottracknorm

All

NGC > 2.

NGC < 2.

NGC < 2. rescaled



Cherenkov Calibration
What is it?

 It tells you how much charge (in pC) the PMT will output when one single photoelectron is extracted from the 
photocathode

1/charge per one photolelectron for NGC PMT4 

You are in hallc-replay/PARAM/SHMS/NGCER

Photomultiplier tube (PMT)

https://halldweb.jlab.org/DocDB/0030/003064/001/Pooser_Dissertation_DocDB.pdf

In Hall C detected with FADC250

If you change the PMTs High 
Voltage you will have to 
recalibrate!

https://halldweb.jlab.org/DocDB/0030/003064/001/Pooser_Dissertation_DocDB.pdf


Cherenkov Calibration
How do you do it?

 Method 1 applicable when you can unambiguously identify the Single PhotoElectron (SPE): fit the pulse integral from SPE 
and put 1/fit result in the PARAM file

NPEs after you replayed your run 
with the new calibration coefficients



Cherenkov Calibration
How do you do it?

 Method 2 applicable when you cannot unambiguously identify the Single PhotoElectron (SPE): fit the charge integral 
from electrons only and (mean/sigma)^2 will be the NPE; then take your fit results for the charge integral, divide it by 
NPE and out 1/that number in the PARAM file

This method is not as nice and you should spend some time doing systematic studies

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3650663



Cherenkov Analysis

Before you do anything:

 You have to make sure you select the right hit per counter, per event (reference time cuts and timing cuts)

Say what?

Detector data structure in Hall C: we make hit lists per detector, per event

Event associated 
with a trigger

One pulse or 
hit resolved by 
the FADC250 
for that event

The time of that pulse or hit The time that the 
hodoscope is reporting

The time difference between the hodoscope time and the 
Cherenkov pulse time for that hit – it is the “thing” you 
put timing cuts on

Cherenkov hit list for ev. 98462



Cherenkov Analysis
THcCherenkov.cxx in /hcana/src/



Cherenkov Analysis

My code that makes timing (and other) distributions for the Cherenkov detector – will give to Melanie 
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